Abstract-Tracking of mobile targets is an important application of sensor networks. This is a non-trivial problem as the increased accuracy of tracking results in an overall reduction in the lifetime of the sensor network. In this paper, the tracking issue is first addressed through the determination of a reduced cover for the region of interest. Tracking algorithms are then developed using a reduced set of sensor nodes. The tradeoffs involved in the energy efficient tracking of the target are studied and the performance of the distributed tracking algorithms is compared with well known strategies from the literature. It is shown that the gain in energy savings comes at the expense of reduced quality of tracking. The algorithms guarantee the robustness and accuracy of tracking as well as the extension of the overall system lifetime. Numerical simulations are presented to validate the performance of the proposed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a computational network of many, spatially distributed sensing devices that can be used to monitor conditions such as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants at various locations. Usually these devices are small, inexpensive, and their resources in terms of energy, memory, computational speed and bandwidth are severely constrained [1, 2] . The application of sensor networks in the tracking of dynamic phenomenon or targets is an important and widely researched area in sensor networks.
An important issue to be addressed in the ability of a WSN to track a dynamic target is the coverage of the WSN. Coverage in a WSN was considered by Gupta and Das in [3] . Here, the notion of a 'connected sensor cover' was introduced and the energy efficiency addressed through the construction of a near-optimal connected sensor cover. Shakkottai [8] derived the necessary and sufficient conditions for the connectivity and coverage in terms of the sensing radius, transmission radius and the failure rates of sensors. Zhang and Hou [9] show that if the communication range is at least twice the sensing range, then complete coverage of a convex area implies connectivity among the nodes. A Coverage Configuration Protocol (CCP) that can provide different degrees of connected coverage is presented in [10] .
While coverage of a region of interest is essential for tracking using WSNs, the limited power available at each sensor node requires the determination of a minimum set of nodes that can guarantee coverage. The problem of selecting a subset of randomly deployed nodes for energy efficiency and coverage of an area was addressed in [4, 5] . The problem of selecting a minimum number of nodes such that each node in the network is either selected or is a neighbor of a selected node was also formulated as the minimum dominating connected set (MDCS) problem [6] . In [7] , Chen and Liestman proposed an algorithm for finding small weakly connected dominating sets in a WSN. Here, energy-efficient distributed algorithms were developed to construct a near optimal dominating connected set. The coverage issues in three-dimensional deployment of sensor networks was addressed in [21] where computational geometric methods were used to develop computationally simple, distributed algorithms for the optimal sensor selection as well as for network healing in the event of failures.
Tracking, which involves identifying an object by its particular sensor signature and determining its path over a period of time, is one of the applications that can benefit from exploiting the characteristics of wireless sensor networks. The inherent parallelism of distributed sensors makes it possible to track multiple objects simultaneously, while the relatively low cost and ease of deployment enable the use of sensor network based tracking systems in remote or inaccessible locations, and when they need to be deployed on short notice. Even though target tracking has been widely studied for sensor networks with large nodes and distributed tracking algorithms are available [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , tracking in ad hoc networks with micro sensors poses different challenges due to communication, processing and energy constraints. In particular, the sensors should collaborate and share data to exploit the benefits of sensor data fusion, but this should be done without sending data requests to and collecting data from all sensors, thus overloading the network and using up the energy supply.
Target tracking is considered a canonical application for wireless sensor networks, and work in this area has been motivated in large part by DARPA programs. Zhao et al. present the information driven sensor querying (IDSQ) mechanism in [14, 15] . IDSQ is a sensor-tosensor leader handoff based scheme in which at any given time there is a leader sensor node which makes the decisions about which sensors should be selectively turned on in order to obtain the best information about the target. Liu et al. [16] develop a dual-space approach to tracking targets which also enables selective activation of sensors based on which nodes the target is likely to approach next. Along these lines, Ramanathan et al. [17] , advocate a location-centric approach to performing collaborative sensing and target tracking. The idea is to develop programming abstractions that provide addressing and communication between localized geographic regions within the network rather than individual nodes. This makes localized selectiveactivation strategies simpler to implement. Brooks et al. present self-organized distributed target tracking techniques with prediction based on Pheromones, Bayesian, and Extended Kalman Filter techniques [18, 19] . The implementation and testing of a real distributed sensor network collaborative tracking algorithm in a military context is described in [20] .
In the research mentioned above, the algorithms utilized the information from all the sensors for tracking. This results in higher expenditure of energy and reduced lifetime for the network. In this paper, it is demonstrated that substantial savings can be obtained by using a reduced number of nodes at each instant for tracking the target. Further, it is also demonstrated that this savings comes at the expense of the quality of tracking. The techniques presented are computationally simple and can be implemented in a distributed fashion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The design challenges for tracking using wireless sensor networks are presented in Section 2. Preliminary definitions are stated in Section 3 and an algorithm for obtaining 3D coverage is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, an energy efficient distributed algorithm for tracking a dynamic phenomenon is addressed. Numerical simulation results that validate the proposed algorithms are presented in Section 6 and the conclusions are summarized in Section 7.
II. PERFORMANCE ISSUES
Though certain types of energy harvesting are conceivable, energy efficiency will be a deciding factor in the success of WSNs in the foreseeable future. This requirement pervades all aspects of the system's design, and drives most of the other requirements. In this section, some key design challenges for any proposed tracking algorithm in the domain of wireless sensor networks is outlined. In this paper, these issues are addressed through the development of a reduced cover strategy that minimizes the number of sensor nodes that are active at any given time. A self healing concept based on the reduced cover was developed in [21] to address the energy efficiency, self-organization, and reliability of the network. In this paper, the approach in [21] is extended to the case of distributed energy efficient tracking. The algorithm specifically aims at minimizing the number of active nodes necessary to track a dynamic phenomenon while achieving a high level of tracking accuracy.
III. PRELIMINARIES
An emerging application area for sensor networks is intelligent surveillance and tracking. In these applications, information obtained from nodes far away from the region of activity is of little or no use. On the other hand, in dense WSNs, the information obtained from some sensors close to the region of activity might be redundant. Since the lifetime of the WSN is affected by the availability of energy, an obvious way to conserve energy is to switch on only a subset of the sensor nodes. In most sensor activation strategies, energy savings come at the expense of a reduction in the quality of tracking. Depending on the information provided by a small subset of the sensor nodes would result in an increased uncertainty and thus the tracking accuracy would decline. In this paper, a reduced cover of a region is first obtained and energy efficient algorithms that address the issues in section II are then developed.
One of the fundamental problems in sensor networks is determining how many sensors nodes are required to cover a specific area at any given time. Most existing results focus on planar networks [3] - [7] ; however, threedimensional modeling of the sensor network would reflect more accurately the real-life situations [21] . We will start by defining the notion of a sensing region of a sensor node. Then, we provide definitions for both a reduced cover and a border cover. These definitions will aid in the development of a distributed tacking algorithm. In the case of 2D, the sensing region is assumed to be a disk of radius s R . The sensing boundary (circle) of sensor i S , in this case, is denoted by The coverage problem can be stated as: Given a dense deployment of sensor nodes, find a minimum subset of active nodes that guarantee full coverage of R.
IV. SENSOR SELECTION FOR 3D COVERAGE
In this section, an algorithm is developed where the nodes make local decisions on whether to sleep, or join the set of active nodes. If the sensing region of a node is completely covered by its neighbors, then the node can be disabled without affecting the overall coverage. Let S can be seen to be partitioned by the spherical patches obtained by the intersection of the surfaces of the spheres 1 2 , , ... , n S S S in 0 S . If a circle is completely covered then each spherical segment adjacent to it is also covered. Each spherical segment must be bounded by some circle segment, and since each circle C i is completely covered then all spherical segments are also completely covered.
The utility of Theorem 3.2 is in reducing the coverage of sensor node 0 S to a simpler problem of checking if all the circles of intersection between 0 S and the adjacent nodes are covered. This still is a complex task that is difficult to achieve in real time. The following theorem demonstrates a technique where such coverage can be determined by a few straightforward computations. 
Distributed 3D Coverage Algorithm
Step Step 2: It is well known that the coverage problem in WSNs is NP-hard [17] . The computational complexity of the algorithm developed in this section is 
V. DISTRIBUTED TRACKING ALGORITHM
In the previous section, and algorithm for selecting a reduced set of sensor nodes in order to cover a 3D region was presented. In this section, our results from the previous section will be used to develop an energy efficient distributed tracking algorithm using the minimum subset of sensor nodes.
A. Algorithms
The objective of the intrusion detection algorithm is to achieve a static arrangement of the sensor nodes that minimizes the probability of undetected penetration of the intruder. It will first be shown that if there exists a reduced cover of a region of interest, then the border cover (minimum set of sensor nodes that cover the boundary of a region) is a subset of the reduced cover.
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Lemma 3 is a powerful result as it enables the selection of sensor nodes to cover the boundary of a region as a subset of the reduced cover of the region. Tracking algorithms based on the reduced cover employ fewer nodes and are therefore efficient from an energy standpoint. Activating only those nodes in the vicinity of the target being tracked also reduces the energy consumption of the network. This can be accomplished by activating the sensor nodes in the vicinity of the sensor node that has detected the target. The radius of the active zone depends on the maximum speed of the intruder and the maximum time needed to calculate a reduced cover. The key to the algorithm is that there is no central controller i.e. each node will decide autonomously to be active or not in order to track the target.
The sensor nodes in the network can be in three different modes: 1-Active Mode: A node is capable of both sensing and communicating with neighboring nodes. 2-Relay Mode: A node can only communicate with neighbors. 3-Sleep Mode: A node is inactive.
The tracking algorithms in this paper depend on the idea of "Divide and Conquer" where at each instant a reduced sensor cover is established for the moving zone. When a sensor node on the boundary detects that the target is about to leave the zone, a new zone is created with the border sensor node as its center. A set of new sensor nodes are then activated. In a refinement of this algorithm, prediction techniques are utilized to activate a subset of the nodes in the reduced cover depending on the predicted location of the target. Both approaches are discussed in details in the following sections.
Next, we will provide a number of algorithms that will aid us in developing a distributed tracking algorithm.
Algorithm 1 (Reduced Cover Algorithm)
PROBLEM Given a dense deployment of sensor nodes, find a minimum subset of active nodes that guarantee full coverage of R.
SOLUTION
The distributed coverage algorithm developed in Section 4 is used.
Algorithm 2 (Sub Reduced Cover Algorithm)
PROBLEM Given a reduced cover set of a region R, deduce the reduced cover of a sub region R sub of R.
SOLUTION
Each node ( , , ) 
Algorithm 4 (Prediction Algorithm)
In the linear prediction (LP) model, also known as the autoregressive (AR) model, the next location X(n) is approximated by a linear combination of k past locations. We are then looking for a vector 'a' of k coefficients, k being the order of the LP model. Provided that the 'a' is estimated, the predicted value is computed simply by FIR filtering of the k past samples with the coefficients using 
B. Tracking Algorithm
Energy efficient tracking of a target involves different steps:
Find a reduced cover of the region of interest. Deduce the border cover of the region of interest.
Phase 2:
Detect the presence of the target. Broadcast the coordinates of the border sensor node and activate the necessary Sub reduced cover (Deduce the Sub border Cover). Move the sub region accordingly.
The distributed tracking algorithm works by assigning a role for each sensor node. The initialization phase basically activates a border cover of the region of interest i.e. all the sensor nodes on the border of the region of interest are active. When a target is detected by a particular border sensor node S i , then S i is selected as the center node and broadcasts its coordinates to the reduced cover nodes in order to activate a subset of the reduced cover that will cover the sub circular zone of center S i . The new sub border cover is deduced and as soon as a border sensor node detects the intruder, the same steps are repeated. This procedure guarantees the tracking of the target at all times since the radius of the circular zone depends on the maximum speed of the target and on the maximum time it takes to form the reduced cover of the sub region. A snapshot of the tracking algorithm is depicted in Figure 1 .
The flowchart of the processing performed at any given node S i located at X i to allow distributed target tracking is provided in Figure 2 . Using the prediction algorithm, a sensor node estimates the targets next location moving with a velocity V and direction . Since the ultimate goal is conserve energy while achieving the necessary tracking performance, only a subset of the sensor nodes within a circle of radius R=V.T and center X is activated. Since the direction of motion is known, any sensor node that belongs to the reduced cover and is within a circular sector of central angel = 2 is activated. So, instead of activating all the sensor nodes that lie within a circle of radius R and center X, we only activate a subset of theses sensor nodes that are with a circular sector of central 2 where is the direction of the movement of the target (see Figure 3) . The distributed tracking algorithm could be further optimized by encapsulating prediction techniques (Algorithm 4) and is performed using the following steps:
C. Tracking Algorithm with Prediction
Step 1: Border Sensor node i S detects target.
Step 2: S i broadcasts an ALERT message containing its location i i ( x , y ), the maximum velocity max V , and the predicted direction of the moving target .
Step 3: Any sensor node j S that receives the ALERT message, checks if it belongs to the reduced cover of the circular zone with center i S . If so, it checks if the Euclidean distance between i S and j S is less than the radius of the tracking circular zone R. If that is the case, it checks if it is within the sector of 2 . To do so, it checks if , the between the straight line connecting i Sj S and the predicted direction of the target, is less than . If that is true, it decides to be active. The flow chart of the processing at each sensor node using the predictive tracking algorithm is presented in Figure 4 . 
D. Performance Measures
We consider a sensor network consisting of n nodes deployed in some operational area, operating for a total time duration t. There is a single target moving through the area. We assume that all sensors in the network are binary detectors with a fixed sensing range R s . In other words, at each instant, each sensor returns a '1' if the target is present within a distance R s of that sensor, and a '0' otherwise. Given this simple sensor model, we take the centroid of the locations of all detecting sensors as an estimate of the target's location at any given time t i .
Suppose that there are k sensors at locations 0 0 0 i i i
X (t ) ( x (t ),y (t ))
detecting the target at time 0 t . Then the estimated location of the target is
The two performance measures of interest to us in evaluating different tracking strategies are the coverage life time of the whole system (energy expenditure), and a measure of the tracking quality (accuracy), which reflects the uncertainty in the target's location. The two metrics are presented next.
Performance Measure 1 (System Lifetime)
The sensor nodes have a limited amount of onboard energy. The depletion of this energy over time results in the deactivation of the nodes, thereby resulting in loss of coverage. The lifetime of the WSN is analyzed in terms of the coverage lifetime of the WSN. The coverage lifetime is the continuous operational time of the WSN before the coverage drops below a specified threshold (for example 0.9).
Performance Measure 2 (Tracking Error)
The Euclidean distance between the estimated and actual locations of the target is used as a measure of the tracking error.
The tracking error at any given time i t is: Basic Selective Predictive Strategy (BSPS): In this strategy, only the nodes in the vicinity of the target are activated for tracking. These nodes also predict the "next" position of the target and hand over tracking to nodes best placed to track the target. The remaining nodes are in "relay" mode and can switch to tracking mode on being alerted by the tracking nodes.
r g e t i e(t ) d( X(t ),X (t ))
Reduced Cover Strategy (RCS): In this strategy, only the sensor nodes in the reduced cover obtained using Algorithm 1 are used to track the object. In contrast to the Basic Strategy, complete coverage of the region is still maintained, but by using the reduced cover.
Reduced Cover Selective Tracking Strategy (RCSTS): In this strategy, a subset of all the sensor nodes in the reduced cover is activated to track the target while the rest of the nodes are in the relay mode.
Reduced Cover Selective Predictive Strategy (RCSPS): In this approach, the subset of nodes in the vicinity of the target is determined using Algorithm 4. Here, instead of waking up all the nodes in the vicinity of the target, those nodes belonging to a sector determined by the current position and velocity of the target are activated.
In the following examples, 2000 nodes, each with a sensing radius of 1 unit, are assumed to be uniformly randomly deployed in a region of size 10x10x10 units ( Figure 5 ). Each sensor node is also assumed to have a limited energy supply (300 Joules) and is deactivated when the energy is depleted. The power consumption of Tx (transmit), Rx (receive), Idle and Sleeping modes are 1400mW, 1000mW, 830mW, 130mW respectively. Example 1: Determination of a Reduced Cover.
A reduced cover is first determined using the algorithm in Section 4. From Figure 6 , it can be seen that 436 nodes are active in the reduced cover resulting in an overall savings of 78.2%. If a bcc lattice deployment was used, then the minimum number of sensor nodes required would be 396 [21] . Therefore, the reduced cover has a measure of optimality equal to 1.101, which indicates that the algorithm has resulted in a solution very close to the optimum cover that is obtained by bcc lattice deployment. In this example, 800 sensor nodes are deployed randomly in a region of size 10x10 units and the effectiveness of the strategies outlined earlier for tracking a target moving linearly with a velocity of 1 m/s is studied. The coverage lifetime of the network is shown in Figure 10 . It can be seen from Figure 10 coverage lifetime over the full network. This improvement, however, comes at a price. The algorithm for obtaining the reduced network requires the communication between a node and its neighbors and as a result a portion of energy is used up during the initialization stage of the network. This causes early onset of degradation and loss of cover. This, however, can be addressed by incorporating self healing in the WSN [21] . The two tracking algorithms (RCSTS and RCSPS) proposed earlier can further improve the energy savings and thus increasing the overall cover life time of the system (Figure 9(a),(b) ). Similar results are observed as the number of deployed sensor nodes is increased. However, using BSPS decreases the performance since all the sensor nodes within a specified radius are active in the reduced cover approach, the number of sensor nodes to be activated would almost be the same since we first calculate the reduced cover of the region and then activate the necessary subset in order to track the target. The results are shown in Figure 9 (c) and Figure 9 In this example, the accuracy of the different tracking algorithms is studied. We notice that in terms of tracking error, with no surprise, BS outperforms all the others. However, as the sensing radius of each sensor node is increased, all the other algorithms converge to a negligible tracking error. The results are shown in Figure  10 .
Example 4: Comparison of Performance.
In this example, the performance of the WSN in tracking a target moving along a trajectory of the form b y( t ) ax ( t ) c sin dx( t ) e is studied. Using the basic strategy, 312 (Reduced Cover) nodes are always active. Using RCSTS, the size of the sub region depends on the maximum velocity of the target and thus the number of nodes that will be activated would not vary as we change the velocity. As can be seen in Figures 11(a) (a) (b) Figure 11 : (a) The number of active sensor nodes needed to track target moving in a uniform motion for 3 different velocities of 1m/s, 2m/s, and 3m/s using RCSTS and RCSPS. (b) A zoomed in figure. (a) (b) Figure 12 : (a) The number of active sensor nodes needed to track target moving in a uniform accelerated motion. (b) A zoomed in figure. and 11(b), the number of active nodes needed in order to track the target using the predictive tracking algorithm would vary as the velocity of the target changes. As the velocity increases, the larger the number of nodes needed to be active. However, the number of nodes active at a specific time depends also on other factors such as the random distribution of the sensor nodes and the predicted trajectory of the target. In a uniform accelerated motion, as the target moves, the velocity increases and thus the number of active nodes in the sub region will increase. The prediction algorithm depends on the direction of movement of the target. So, the number of active sensor nodes will vary according to the predicted direction of the target and the random distribution of the sensor nodes in the field. Note the variation of the number of active sensor nodes in Figure 12 .
Minimizing the number of sensor nodes from 1000 sensor nodes to 312 (reduced cover) and then to 4 or 5 will result in energy savings and thus will increase the lifetime of the whole network.
The simulation results show us the energy-quality trade offs between the different tracking algorithms. Our algorithms minimize the number of active nodes while guaranteeing the moving target is detected at all times.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The coverage problem in 3-dimesnional wireless sensor networks (WSNs) was formulated and analyzed. Algorithms were proposed to compute the minimum number of sensors required for complete coverage of a given region. Also, a distributed tracking algorithm using wireless sensor networks was proposed. Theoretical as well as experimental results were developed. Unlike previous work in this area, our algorithms make use of a minimal subset of sensor nodes in order to track a target which minimizes the overall energy consumption and therefore the lifetime of the network. Our work in this paper is a continuation of our previous work where 3D full coverage and border coverage problem were analyzed.
